This paper presents a proposed approach for enhancing both the spectral efficiency of spatial modulation and symbol error rate. The main idea is to exploiting repeated long zeros and ones sequences in the transmitted data, and mapping them into the signal constellation of Three Dimension (3-D) spatial constellation of spatial modulation. The obtained results indicate that the symbol error rate (SER) performance of the proposed algorithm is better as compared to traditional spatial modulation (SM), at a certain number of modulated-symbol selecting bits. The performance enhancement is affirmed by Monte Carlo simulations that show a significant improvement in SER in favor of the proposed approach compared to traditional SM. In addition, the proposed approach provides more improvement of SER performance, especially, when the number of receiving antennas is increased. Furthermore, it provides an improvement of spectral efficiency as compared to traditional spatial modulation.
1. . I In nt tr ro od du uc ct ti io on n
In recent days, carbon dioxide emissions are increased, affecting the planet and its population negatively. One reason for this is the evolution of technology and increasing need for burning large amounts of fuel for electricity generation as a consequent. To solve this dilemma, the world has steered research to exploit renewable energy in its various forms; such as solar energy and wind power; and reduce power consumption without ____________________________________________________________ 184
affecting the future requirements of technological development, such as increasing data transfer rates and improving the performance of telecommunication systems, to reach a green world [1] . Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) techniques, e.g., spatial multiplexing (SMX), have been utilized to improve the data rates by transmitting from many antennas, simultaneously [2] . Thus, the spectral efficiency (SE) can be improved at the expense of energy efficiency (EE) [3] . Moreover, the limitations of SMX include the need for a large number of transmitter RF chains, increased receiver complexity and inter-channel interference (ICI) [1] . Spatial Modulation (SM) was presented in [4] to decrease the previously mentioned limitations of SMX by reducing the number of RF chains utilized to one RF chain followed by a fast switching antennas system, moreover, spatial modulation provides a good avoidance of ICI effect; therefore both EE and SE can be enhanced. SM technique concept is established on splitting data to be transmitted into information symbols of length ( m ) bits. Every information symbol ( S ) is then mapped into two groups of bits; the first group of bits ( transmitter antennas, which constitutes the spatial constellation of spatial modulation technique [1, 5] , as given in Eq. (1):
The second group of bits ( 
The number of bits per channel use defines the rate of SM transmission (R SM ), which is the same as the spectral efficiency of spatial modulation, that is presented in Eq. (3) [4, 5] :
It should be taken into consideration the effect of the number of transmitting antennas and signal constellation cardinality on SE of SM; as they are directly proportioned to SE. The superiority of SM over MIMO has been proved by both laboratory experiments [6, 7] and numerical simulations [5, 8] . A key limitation of SM is that a large number of antennas needed to increase SE as only one antenna is allowed to be active
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at every channel realization for transmitting in-sequence information symbols. The generalized spatial modulation (GSM) algorithm is developed in [9] , to reduce the number of antennas at the transmitter; G S M t N , by allowing t u antennas to be active at the same time while transmitting a certain information symbol. The number of bits that select the required antennascombination from available antennas-combinations of GSM;
M a GS m , is as shown in Eq. (4): [9]   ) which is determined as shown in Eq. (6):
where .   is the ceil function, and the rate of GSM transmission is as given in Eq. (7): [9] antennas. Although the reduction in the number of antennas provided by GSM compared to SM, a degradation in performance has been encountered [9] . In [10] , it was demonstrated that if the number of active antennas per transmission of a symbol in GSM is configured to be inconstant, the number of transmitter antennas is decreased. In this case, the number of combinations of VGSM antennas can be computed as given in Eq. (8): [10] ____________________________________________________________ 186
that provides a number of antenna selecting bits
(9) thus the number of transmitter antennas for VGSM is as shown in Eq. (10):
with rate of transmission(
For example,
antennas are required at VGSM transmitter. As consequence VGSM is in higher order than SM and GSM in the reduction of the number of antennas, however, there is a degradation in the performance of VGSM as compared to SM and GSM [10] . In [11] , it was shown that performing a mid-symbol duration antenna transition (MAT), reduce the number of transmitter antennas. In this case, the number of combinations of MAT antennas can be computed as given in Eq. (12): [11] antennas are required at MAT transmitter. Therefore, MAT is the best in reducing the number of required transmitter antennas for the same spectral efficiency with a significant performance enhancement. It should be noted that all above-mentioned techniques GSM, VGSM, and MAT have the same spectral efficiency sub-optimality as SM [1] . The contribution of this paper is using the Zeros-Ones EXploiting proposed approach (ZOEX) that is constructed on exploiting repeated long zeros and ones sequences in transmitted data, and mapping them into the signal constellation of the 3-D spatial constellation, [1] , of spatial modulation. The main advantage of this approach is that it provides a significant improvement in the spectral efficiency compared to SM. Furthermore, the proposed approach improves the SER performance compared to SM. The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. The system model is presented in section II. Section III discusses Monte Carlo simulation results. Finally, the conclusion is reported in section IV, followed by the relevant references.
2. . S SY YS ST TE EM M M MO OD DE EL L
The proposed approach (ZOEX) introduces an algorithm for enhancing the spectral efficiency, moreover improving the SER performance, rather than SM, through exploiting repeated long zeros and ones sequences in transmitted data, and mapping them into the signal constellation of the 3-D spatial constellation of spatial modulation. The procedure of the proposed approach is starting with computing the required number of transmitting antennas ( The block diagram for the proposed ZOEX approach is depicted in Fig. 1 . The transmission and reception processes of the proposed approach are presented in the following steps:
1-Data is flowing from the source, then the proposed ZOEX approach bits mapper starts to define the first bit ( S a ), which determines the index of active transmitting antenna ( t a ) for the present information symbol transmission. 2-Thereafter, the proposed ZOEX approach bits mapper checks if the first-next bit in the data sequence is the same as antenna selecting bit, then the ZOEX mapper maps the second-next bit in the data sequence and so on. Until the ZOEX mapper finds that the -next th i bit in the data sequence is not the same as the antennas selecting bits. Thereafter, the ZEOX mapper takes these mapped bits in sequence as an information symbol ( m od 
. S SI IM MU UL LA AT TI IO ON N R RE ES SU UL LT TS S
Monte Carlo simulations [13] of 10^6 channel realizations for the proposed ZOEX approach were performed, to verify that the proposed ZOEX approach provides more improvement of SER performance, compared to SM. Monte Carlo simulations are executed by system parameters outlined in Table 2 . Fig. 3 , the obtained simulation results of the proposed ZOEX approach conclude that the SER performance is better as compared to SM. The improvement in SER performance using the proposed ZOEX approach as compared to SM is presented numerically in Table 3 and displayed graphically by bar chart in Fig. 4 . , SER values for the proposed ZOEX approach and SM are 0.0027899, 0.004013 respectively. By utilizing this sample of data of SER as an example, improvement percentage of the proposed ZOEX approach compared to SM can be calculated by the following Eq. (15):
The proposed ZOEX approach shows an improvement of SER performance, at N r =2 compared to SM, by 23.02 %. In addition, at N r =4, the improvement percentage, at SNR of 12 dB, is 30.47%. Moreover, when N r is increased from 2 to 4, SER value of the proposed ZOEX approach changes from 0.051602 to 0.0027899, that introduces self SER performance improvement of the proposed ZOEX approach by 94.59 %. Enhancing Spectral Efficiency is the main objective of the proposed ZOEX approach. It should be noted that the link spectral efficiency of a digital communication system is the net bitrate (useful information rate excluding error-correcting codes) or maximum throughput divided by the bandwidth in hertz of a communication channel or a data link, is measured in (bit/s/Hz). Alternatively, the spectral efficiency may be measured in bit/symbol, which is equivalent to bits per channel use (bpcu) [14] . Therefore, the spectral efficiency has the same value of the rate of SM or the rate of the proposed ZOEX approach.
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A shorthand comparison study for the proposed ZEOX approach main objective proof is performed by taking several values of QAM Symbol Selecting bits number ( mod m ), thereafter, computing values of data rates of SM and the proposed ZOEX approach from aforementioned equations (3) 
. C CO ON NC CO OL LU US SI IO ON N
This paper presented a proposed approach to improve the Spectral Efficiency of spatial modulation and enhance the SER performance of SM. Exploiting repeated Zeros-Ones sequences in the data sequence is the basis for the proposed ZOEX approach. The Symbol Error Rate (SER) performance of the proposed algorithm is better than SM. The performance enhancement is proved by Monte Carlo simulations that show a significant improvement in SER in favor of the proposed ZOEX approach by about 26% as compared to SM. When the number of receiving antennas is doubled, the achieved improvement of SER performance is nearly 94.59 %, for same system configuration. In addition, a comparison study between SM and the proposed ZOEX approach is established by calculating the spectral efficiency for both techniques at different values of modulated data selecting bits. Results show that there is an improvement in Spectral Efficiency, for the same number of modulated data selecting bits, by 90% as compared to SM.
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